Homework Policy

1. **Organization**, completeness and presentation will be significant grading criteria—the correct answer is **insufficient** for receiving full credit. A clear, complete and unambiguous presentation of your methods and logic are required for each problem.

2. Homework will be assigned every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. The assignments will be placed on the course website.

3. Assignment is due by the **beginning** of class two lectures later. For example, homework assigned on Monday will be due Friday, homework assigned on Wednesday will be due Monday, homework assigned on Friday will be due Wednesday.

4. Homework turned in after the **beginning** of class will receive 2/3 credit.

5. Homework turned in after the assignment is graded and returned to the class will receive **no credit**.

6. Each homework problem is worth 10 points.

7. A problem where a student earns 7 or fewer points is considered to be a **failed problem**.
8. All failed problems **must be reworked** and resubmitted in the **two weeks** following its initial return.

9. If failed problems are not reworked in two weeks, the student will receive **1/2 credit** for the **entire** homework assignment.

10. Failed problems must be resubmitted **separate** from other assignments and must **be clearly marked** at the top “Reworked problems 4.1, 4.6,4.7”, for example.

11. Homework **solutions** will be available in the **library** when homework is returned.

12. Homework assignments should be **folded lengthwise**, such that the **right half** of the **back page** is exposed. Your **name**, **course**, and **assignment number** should be written at the top of this exposed section (see example on homework policy website).